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Generation of intestinal surface: an absorbing tale
Katherine D. Walton, Andrew M. Freddo*, Sha Wang* and Deborah L. Gumucio‡

ABSTRACT
The vertebrate small intestine requires an enormous surface area to
effectively absorb nutrients from food. Morphological adaptations
required to establish this extensive surface include generation of an
extremely long tube and convolution of the absorptive surface of the
tube into villi and microvilli. In this Review, we discuss recent findings
regarding the morphogenetic and molecular processes required for
intestinal tube elongation and surface convolution, examine shared
anduniqueaspectsof theseprocesses indifferent species, relate these
processes to known human maladies that compromise absorptive
function and highlight important questions for future research.
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Introduction: development of the absorptive surface
The absorptive surface area of the adult intestine is estimated to be
30 m2 (323 square feet) in humans (Helander and Fandriks, 2014).
Significant loss of this surface area can lead to malabsorption or
intestinal failure, which is defined as insufficient nutritional uptake
to sustain homeostasis (in adults) or growth (in children) (Goulet
et al., 2004). Treatment of this condition generally requires
prolonged intravenous nutritional supplementation (parenteral
nutrition). In severe cases, transplantation is required. Appropriate
development and homeostasis of the intestinal surface is therefore
crucial for human health.
In vertebrates, generation of intestinal absorptive surface occurs

in a stepwise fashion, beginning shortly after gastrulation, with the
formation and polarization of the endodermal layer. This
endodermal sheet then becomes molded into an epithelial tube
that is surrounded by mesoderm. The complex events involved in
the formation and subsequent regional patterning of the gut tube
have been reviewed in depth elsewhere (Le Guen et al., 2015;
Spence et al., 2011a; Zorn and Wells, 2009). Following gut tube
patterning, three major morphogenetic processes contribute to the
establishment of sufficient absorptive surface area for intestinal
function: elongation of the tube, generation of finger-like
projections called villi and formation of microvilli (the brush
border) on the apical surface of each epithelial cell (Fig. 1).
In this Review, we discuss the molecular and cellular events

underlying each of thesemorphogenetic processes.We highlight how
defects in these developmental events lead to disease in human and
animal models and summarize how these phenotypes have furthered
our understanding of the underlying developmental machinery.
Finally, we provide insight into the major open questions in the field.

Gut tube lengthening
The remarkable length of the small intestine contributes greatly to
its large absorptive surface area. A consensus estimate from several
studies suggests that the average adult human small intestine
measures just over 6 m (20 feet) (Gondolesi et al., 2012; Helander
and Fandriks, 2014; Hounnou et al., 2002; Weaver et al., 1991).
Much of this length is attained prenatally: at birth, the human
intestine measures approximately 2.75 m – a remarkable 40% of
its adult length (Struijs et al., 2009; Weaver et al., 1991) – and it
already exhibits villi and microvilli that further amplify its surface
area nearly 100-fold (Helander and Fandriks, 2014). Table 1
summarizes the milestones of intestinal development in humans
and mice.

Cellular basis of prenatal small intestinal lengthening
Although intestinal elongation continues after birth, events prior to
birth are crucial to establish proper intestinal length. Importantly,
prenatal gut elongation is a continuous process that takes place in
several distinct morphological settings. Substantial tube lengthening
takes place before villi form, but elongation continues during
elaboration of the villi, as well as after formation of the crypts (flask-
like structures located between villi that contain the stem cell
population; crypts form early in fetal life in humans but postnatally
in mice). During progressive gut lengthening in each setting,
epithelial cells have different shapes, the location and size of
the epithelial proliferative zones differ, and the surrounding
mesenchymal compartment undergoes progressive morphogenesis.
Although most of the data discussed here relate to lengthening prior
to villus formation, it is important to consider that different factors
may drive elongation in each of these three phases.

In all the three morphological settings, cell proliferation plays an
important role in driving gut elongation. An important characteristic
of the early intestinal epithelium is that it consists of a single layer of
pseudostratified cells (each cell contacts both the apical surface and
basement membrane) and nuclei are staggered along the apical-
basal axis (Grosse et al., 2011) (Box 1). Pseudostratification allows
efficient packing of a large number of tall, thin, rapidly dividing
cells in a relatively restricted space (Lee and Norden, 2013). As villi
begin to emerge, cells at the tips of the outgrowing villi shorten and
widen (Walton et al., 2016), expanding the apical surface area of the
intestinal tube substantially. Such shape changes might also drive
lengthening of the gut tube (Fig. 1C). The morphological and
signaling events that control the process of villus emergence are
discussed in detail below.

Cell division may also be accompanied by cues that ensure the
two daughter cells are vectorially distributed down the long axis of
the tube, resulting in lengthening rather than widening of the tube.
Several elongating tubes or tissues, such as the mouse kidney tubule
(Karner et al., 2009; Saburi et al., 2008), the chick neural tube
(Sausedo et al., 1997), the developing vertebrate limb bud (Gros
et al., 2010) and the outgrowing forestomach (Matsuyama et al.,
2009), require oriented cell division for directional growth. It seems
likely that oriented cell division may also play a role in intestinal
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tube lengthening, although this has yet to be formally demonstrated
(Matsuyama et al., 2009).
In some developmental systems, radial intercalation – a type of

convergent extension movement – has been proposed to be involved
in gut lengthening (Keller et al., 2000). In a three-dimensional tube,
radial intercalation involves the convergence of multi-layered
(stratified) cells into one layer, leading to simultaneous tube
narrowing and elongation (Fig. 2). Such movements are a major
driving force for elongation of the early gut tube of the frog
(Chalmers and Slack, 2000; Reed et al., 2009). However,
intercalation of cell layers does not play a role in the mouse, since
the early intestinal epithelium is already a single layer (Grosse et al.,
2011).

Molecular signaling pathways in prenatal intestinal lengthening
Epithelial-mesenchymal signaling crosstalk is crucial for intestinal
lengthening and several signaling pathways have been implicated,
including Wnt5a, Fgf, Hedgehog and Notch. Of these, Wnt5a,
which can act in the non-canonical Jun N-terminal kinase-mediated
planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway (Qian et al., 2007), is perhaps the
best-studied with respect to its role in intestinal elongation. Wnt5a is
expressed by the intestinal mesenchyme during gut elongation and a
gut length deficit is seen in its absence (Cervantes et al., 2009).
Interestingly, overexpression of Wnt5a ligand (Bakker et al., 2012)
also interrupts elongation. Therefore, either a gradient of Wnt5a

activity is needed for lengthening, or a very precise concentration of
Wnt5a is required. Interestingly, defects in elongation are only seen
if Wnt5a is overexpressed prior to embryonic day (E)13.5 (Bakker
et al., 2012), indicating that Wnt5a controls proper lengthening of
the pseudostratified intestine prior to villus formation, but not after
villi emerge.

Three mechanisms were proposed to explain the short intestines
seen in Wnt5a−/− mice. First, proliferation was reduced at E11.5, a
factor that could substantially affect organ size given the robust
proliferation index of the early gut tube (Cervantes et al., 2009).
Second, BrdU pulse-chase studies revealed that post-mitotic cells
did not effectively integrate into the epithelium, which was
characterized as 3-4 cell layers thick (Cervantes et al., 2009). This
feature was interpreted as a likely failure of convergence-extension-
like movements that would normally reduce the stratified epithelium
to a single layer. However, since the wild-type intestinal epithelium
was recently shown to be a single layer of cells (Grosse et al., 2011),
loss of Wnt5a probably instead causes ectopic stratification; the
pile-up of cells could contribute to the elongation defect. Third, the
bifurcated gut tube seen in the Wnt5a−/− animal could also
contribute to gut shortening by usurping cells normally destined
to contribute to a single gut tube.

The major receptor for Wnt5a, Ror2, is expressed by both
intestinal epithelial and mesenchymal cells (Yamada et al., 2010).
Many of the phenotypes of theWnt5a−/− model are recapitulated in
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Fig. 1. Growth of mouse small intestinal apical
surface. (A-C) Small intestinal elongation from E12.5 (A)
to E14.5 (B) and E15.5 (C). Schematic illustrations of
transverse slices (A′-C′) from each stage, shown in more
detail in A″-C″, reveal changes in epithelial cell shape and
apical surface expansion over time (epithelium in yellow;
apical surface in dark green). The apical surface is flat
before villus formation (A″,B″). This early pseudostratified
epithelium is highly proliferative and its epithelial cells grow
in height, becoming up to 50 µm tall just prior to villus
formation (B″). At E15.5, villus emergence expands the
apical surface (C′,C″). As villi form epithelial cells at the
villus tip transition to a simple columnar epithelium, while
the intervillus regions remain pseudostratified (C″). On
emerged villi, brush border microvilli further amplify the
apical surface area. C‴ represents higher magnification of
a portion of two cells within the boxed region in C″; the gray
box depicts a tight junction between two neighboring cells.

Table 1. Keymilestones of prenatal intestinal development in humans andmice, compiled from Baxter (1953), Grand et al. (1976), Matsumoto et al.
(2002) and Moxey and Trier (1978)

Human (40 week gestation) Mouse (19 day gestation)

Event Time of initial expression % Gestation Time of initial expression % Gestation

Gut tube closure Week 4 10% E9.5 50%
Primary intestinal loop formation Week 5 13% E10.5 55%
Intestinal protrusion begins into the umbilical cord Week 6-7 15% E11.5 61%
Villus initiation and emergence Week 7-9 20% E14.5-E15.5 80%
Full retraction of intestine into abdominal cavity Week 10 25% E17 89%
Crypt development Week 11-12 29% P7-14 –
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Ror2−/− mice, including short intestines. However, loss of Ror2
causes a milder length defect at E13.5 (37% shorter than controls)
than loss of Wnt5a (75% shorter), suggesting that additional
receptors might be involved. In this regard, it is interesting that mice
lacking Ryk, a member of the receptor tyrosine kinase family, have
outgrowth defects in multiple organs, including limbs, mandible
and snout (Halford et al., 2000), but intestinal length has not been
examined in this model. Ryk can also bind Wnt5a and has been
implicated in PCP signaling (Andre et al., 2012; Macheda et al.,
2012), making this receptor an interesting candidate that could
contribute to Wnt5a signaling in the gut.
In addition to Wnt5a, other signaling pathways can affect gut

elongation, some of which affect mesenchymal populations. The
mesenchyme underlying the early intestinal epithelium is primarily
derived from lateral plate mesoderm and is a poorly characterized
heterogeneous population of cells that includes fibroblasts,

myofibroblasts and ingrowing blood elements and nerves (Fig. 3).
Several signaling pathways, including Hedgehog (Hh), Notch and
Fgf affect intestinal lengthening in the mouse by altering these
mesenchymal cell populations. Hh ligands (Shh and Ihh), which are
expressed in the epithelium from early developmental stages, signal
in a paracrine fashion to the mesenchyme (Kolterud et al., 2009;
Ramalho-Santos et al., 2000). Loss of both Hh ligands or deletion of
the major Hh signal transducer, smoothened (Smo), severely
reduces mesenchymal proliferation and results in a digestive tract
that is 90% shorter than controls – even shorter than the Wnt5a−/−

gut (de Santa Barbara et al., 2002; Mao et al., 2010). Similarly,
inactivating Notch signaling by deletion of the Notch effector Rbpj
only in the mesenchyme diminishes the number of subepithelial
fibroblasts and results in intestines that are 20-30% shorter than
controls (Kim and Shivdasani, 2011). Finally, removal of epithelial
Fgf9 increases Tgf-β signaling, which drives differentiation of
mesenchymal cells to myofibroblasts, impairing small intestinal
elongation (Geske et al., 2008). Embryos lacking the mesenchymal
receptors Fgfr1 and Fgfr2 also exhibit shortened intestines (Geske
et al., 2008). While all of these studies demonstrate that the
mesenchymal cell populations can influence intestinal lengthening,
the underlying mechanisms are unknown.

To summarize, myriad cell signaling cascades participate in the
epithelial-mesenchymal crosstalk that drives intestinal elongation
and interruption of these critical signals has major effects on tissue
outgrowth. Although intestine-specific mutations in mouse models
are beginning to decipher mechanisms underlying intestinal
elongation, none of the pathways so far studied are clearly linked
to short bowel syndromes in humans, likely because the global
disruption of such pathways are often embryonically lethal. Direct
identification of genes that cause short bowel phenotypes in
humans will allow investigators to develop animal models that allow
further dissection of the molecular mechanisms involved in gut
lengthening.

Short bowel syndrome
Extreme shortening of the small intestine results in a clinical
diagnosis of short bowel syndrome (SBS). SBS may be caused by
conditions requiring major intestinal resection, such as necrotizing
enterocolitis and intestinal atresia (Davenport and Bianchi, 1990) or
by genetic mutations that result in short intestines at birth (e.g.
50 cm compared with 250 cm). The latter condition is termed
congenital SBS (CSBS) (Hasosah et al., 2008; van der Werf et al.,
2015, 2012). In spite of the advances made in treatment options for
SBS, the majority of CSBS patients die within the first year
(Sabharwal et al., 2004; van der Werf et al., 2015). Thus, a better
understanding of the mechanisms underlying the defects in
intestinal lengthening in this condition is essential.
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Fig. 2. Radial intercalation elongates the Xenopus
primitive gut tube. (A,B) Tadpoles at stage 31 (A) and
41 (B); yellow highlights the gut (adapted from
Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994). (C,D) The primitive gut is
initially a solid rod (C). Intercalationmovements (arrows
in C) narrow and elongate the gut and simultaneously
generate a lumen (green tube in D). (E,F) During radial
intercalation, endoderm cells slide between anterior
and posterior neighbors (arrows), elongating the gut
along its anterior-posterior axis. Colored cells, initially
unpolarized and multi-layered (E), transition to a single
layer with an apical (green) surface (F).

Box 1. Pseudostratification and interkinetic nuclear
migration (IKNM)
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Prior to villus emergence, the intestinal epithelium is one cell layer thick,
as shown in this cross-section of an E14.5 mouse small intestine, in
which the tall thin cells are labeled in light green (A,B). Each
pseudostratified cell is polarized (individual cells are shown in light
green), with an apical (dark green) and basal (gray) surface, as
schematically depicted in C. In contrast, in stratified epithelia (D),
multiple cell layers are present and only the top layer of cells is apically
polarized. Cells of pseudostratified epithelia undergo IKMN, a process in
which nuclei move between the basal and apical surfaces in accordance
with the cell cycle, as illustrated in E. DNA synthesis occurs basally
whereas mitosis occurs apically (Gelbart et al., 2012; Grosse et al.,
2011). This constant movement accounts for the staggered appearance
of the nuclei in the epithelium and led early researchers to mistakenly
characterize the epithelium as stratified (Mathan et al., 1976).
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Mutations in two genes have been discovered to cause CSBS in
humans (Table 2): CLMP and FLNA (van der Werf et al., 2015,
2012). CLMP encodes the Coxsackie- and adenovirus receptor-like
membrane protein, a transmembrane protein that interacts with tight
junctions. The disease is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner
and patients with CLMP mutations usually lack extra-intestinal
symptoms (Van DerWerf et al., 2012). Overexpression of wild-type
or mutant CLMP in human T84 cells (which do not normally
express the protein) does not affect cell proliferation, migration,
viability, or adhesion (van der Werf et al., 2013) and no mouse
model has yet been generated for the Clmp mutation. Therefore,
further in vivo work will be essential to understand the connection
between CLMP and CSBS.
The second gene known to cause human CSBS is FLNA, which

encodes Filamin A, a cytoskeletal protein that binds to actin as well
as 70 other proteins (Kim and McCulloch, 2011) FLNA is located
on the X chromosome and is widely expressed. Male patients with
FLNA mutations exhibit phenotypes in many organs; severe
neurological and cardiac symptoms are most apparent (van der
Werf et al., 2015). Recently, a novel mutation was discovered in
one of two known FLNA isoforms in patients with a short bowel,
but no extra-intestinal symptoms (van der Werf et al., 2015); this
suggests a specific requirement for this longer FLNA isoform in
the developing intestine. Although most FLNA mutations seen in
patients have not been analyzed in vivo, two mouse models with
complete loss of Flna exhibit embryonic lethality in males by
E14.5 or E15.5. These models recapitulate the cardiac, brain,
skeletal and vascular defects associated with human FLNA
mutations, but intestinal length was not examined (Feng et al.,
2006; Hart et al., 2006).
Intriguingly, it has been speculated that FLNA might interact

with CLMP in apical junctional complexes (van der Werf et al.,
2015). Additionally, FLNA associates with the WNT5a receptor,
ROR2 and this is required for WNT5a-mediated JNK activation
in vitro (Nomachi et al., 2008). This interesting potential connection
between human CSBS and Wnt5a signaling warrants further
investigation.

Villus morphogenesis
The development of villi – finger-like projections that emerge from
the initially flat lumenal surface – further increases the total adult

absorptive surface area 10-fold (Fig. 3). Histologically, villi are
composed of an epithelial layer and a mesenchymal core. Villus
development is primarily a fetal event; animal models of resected
intestines suggest that the formation of new villi is relatively
inefficient after birth (Clarke, 1972; Forrester, 1972). Here, we
review the key morphogenetic events involved in the initiation of
villus development and discuss some of the molecular signals that
drive this process.

Expansion of apical surface does not occur through formation and
fusion of secondary lumens
Early studies of villus formation in the rat led to the idea that the pre-
villus epithelium is stratified and that the de novo formation and
fusion of secondary lumens ‘carves out’ the initial villi,
simultaneously expanding intestinal surface area (Mathan et al.,
1976). This process was thought to be defective in mice lacking the
apical ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM) protein ezrin, leading to the
formation of isolated lumens and fused villi (Saotome et al., 2004).
Loss of Crumbs3, another apical protein, causes a similar fused-
villus phenotype (Whiteman et al., 2014). However, more recent
analyses, utilizing three-dimensional reconstruction to resolve
luminal contiguity, have established that all luminal surfaces are
connected during villus morphogenesis (Grosse et al., 2011). Instead
of secondary lumina expanding the apical surface, it appears that just
prior to villus emergence, numerous membrane invaginations
initially extend the apical surface of the pseudostratified tube. The
exact morphological events that accompany these membrane
invaginations and the signaling events required for their formation
remain elusive.

Given that the secondary lumen model appears not to hold, there
is renewed interest in understanding the mechanisms underlying
villus morphogenesis and patterning. Investigations in two of the
best-studied animal models – mouse and chick – reveal that while
common signaling pathways appear to be involved in the
elaboration of villi in both species, the mechanisms that drive
villus patterning differ.

Villus formation and patterning in the mouse
At the initiation of villus morphogenesis in the mouse, the intestinal
epithelium is a single pseudostratified layer of tall (50 µm) thin cells,
with a flat apical surface, defining a thin lumen (Fig. 3A). As villi

Hh

Bmp Bmp

A B C

E14.5E13.5 E15.5

??

Fig. 3. Villus formation and patterning in themouse. (A) The intestinal epithelium (yellow) is pseudostratified (not shown); both apical (green) and basal (black)
epithelial surfaces are flat at E13.5. The epithelium secretes Hh ligands that signal in a paracrine manner to underlying mesenchymal cells (pink). The intestine is
encircled by the inner circular muscle (red hatching). (B) At E14.5, Hh signals trigger mesenchymal cells to cluster, beginning in the anterior small intestine. A self-
organizing Turing-type field drives cluster patterning viamesenchymal Bmp signaling. Clusters send unknown signals (indicated by ‘?’) back to overlying epithelial
cells, causing them to shorten. (C) Progressive shape changes in epithelial cells cause villus emergence at each cluster by E15.5. New clusters form beneath the
still-proliferative intervillus epithelium, directing another round of villus emergence. Vasculature (red) and ectodermally derived nerves (blue) connect to the
clusters. The inner circular muscle (red hatching) may confine the epithelium, promoting rapid villus emergence. Throughout this time, Pdgfa is expressed by the
epithelium and Pdgfra is expressed by mesenchymal clusters. Disruption of this signaling pathway reduces subsequent rounds of villus formation, but does not
perturb emergence of the first villi.
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emerge, the apical surface becomes highly convoluted and cell
height is reduced to about 15 µm. The first step in this process is the
aggregation of mesenchymal cells adjacent to the basal surface of
the epithelium, forming densely packed mesenchymal ‘clusters’
(Fig. 3B), which express a variety of signaling molecules that act to
coordinate villus development (Karlsson et al., 2000; Walton et al.,
2012, 2016). Clusters appear first in the duodenum at E14.5 and
spread in awave-like fashion over the entire intestine during the next
36 h (Walton et al., 2012). As clusters form directly beneath the
epithelium, the overlying epithelial cells begin to shorten, resulting
in gentle basal deformations (Fig. 3B) (Walton et al., 2012). Further
shortening and eventual widening of epithelial cells over the clusters
may contribute to initial emergence as well as further outgrowth of
the villi (Fig. 3C). As villi lengthen and the intestine continues to
grow in girth and length, new clusters form under the proliferative
and expanding intervillus epithelium, initiating the emergence of
new villi between existing villi. This occurs in several rounds, with

each successive round approximately doubling the number of villi
(Walton et al., 2012).

The aggregation of mesenchymal cells into clusters is dependent
uponHh ligands secreted from the pseudostratified epithelium (Walton
et al., 2012). Cells within the clusters are Hh responsive, expressing
Gli1, Ptc1 and other components of the Hh signal transduction
machinery (Kolterud et al., 2009). Compromised villus formation
is noted in vivo when Hh signaling is low (Madison et al., 2005) or
absent (Mao et al., 2010). Additionally, in explant cultures of fetal
intestine, blocking Hh signaling inhibits cluster formation and villus
development. Conversely, application of a Hh agonist increases the
size of clusters and emerging villi (Walton et al., 2012). Although Hh
signaling is required for agglutination of the clusters, the ‘adhesives’
responsible for adherence of the cluster cells to one another and for
adherence of clusters to the epithelium remain unknown.

When mesenchymal cluster size or pattern is altered, villus shape
and spacing is disrupted, suggesting that the mesenchymal clusters

Table 2. Mutations in patients and mouse models with congenital short bowel syndrome and microvillus inclusion disease

Gene Mutation type Intestinal length
Symptoms/pathology/
phenotype References

Human CSBS CLMP* Multiple mutations;
loss of function

Dramatically shortened bowel
(unknown if specific region is lost);
occasional excess of neurons or
smooth muscle

Intestinal failure, bilious
vomiting, diarrhea, failure to
thrive

van der Werf et al.,
2015

FLNA
‡

Multiple Wide spectrum of extra-
intestinal symptoms; exon 2
mutations with intestinal
symptoms

Mouse models of
CSBS

Flna Complete KO Intestine not examined Embryonic lethal; vascular,
heart, brain deformities

Feng et al., 2006;
Hart et al., 2006

Wnt5a Complete KO 75% shorter (E18.5); bifurcated lumen Embryonic lethal Cervantes et al.,
2009

Ror2 Complete KO 37% shorter Not noted Yamada et al.,
2010

Fgf9 Complete KO 20% shorter (E14.5), 50% shorter
(E18.5)

Not noted Geske et al., 2008

Fgfr1,
Fgfr2

Double KO in
mesenchyme

25% shorter Not noted

Rbpj Mesenchymal KO 20-30% shorter (E14-P0) Reduced mesenchymal
proliferation; reduced
subepithelial fibroblasts

Kim et al., 2011

Nicd Mesenchymal
overexpression

Length not measured but substantially
shorter

Increased mesenchymal cell
death; reduced subepithelial
fibroblasts

Kim et al., 2011

Shh, Ihh Epithelial double KO 90% shorter Embryonic lethal; reduced
mesenchymal proliferation

Mao et al., 2010

Human MVID MYO5B* Multiple mutations;
often protein
truncation

Variable loss of brush border;
microvillus inclusions by TEM; sub-
apical secretory granules

Early (first days) or late (months)
onset of severe diarrhea,
metabolic acidosis, dehydration

Muller et al., 2008;
Ruemmele et al.,
2010

STX3* Nonsense Wiegerinck et al.,
2014

Mouse models of
MVID

Myo5b Complete KO Microvillus inclusions; accumulated
cytoplasmic vacuoles with apical
markers; truncated microvilli

Lifespan: less than 1 day Carton-Garcia
et al., 2015

Rab8 Epithelial KO Wasting and diarrhea from
birth; lifespan: 5 weeks

Sato et al., 2007

Cdc42 Epithelial KO Microvillus inclusions; increased stem
cell proliferation; impaired Paneth
cell differentiation; disrupted villus
architecture

Abdominal distension, inability
to gain weight after weaning;
lifespan: 2-7 weeks

Sakamori et al.,
2012; Melendez
et al., 2013

*Autosomal recessive; ‡X-linked. CSBS, congenital short bowel syndrome; MVID, microvillus inclusion disease.
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drive villusmorphogenesis (Karlsson et al., 2000;Walton et al., 2012,
2016). For example, mesenchymal cluster cells express Pdgfra and
respond to Pdgfa ligands secreted from the epithelium (Karlsson et al.,
2000). Loss of Pdgfa or Pdgfra in the mouse results in decreased
proliferation of mesenchymal cells, reducing the number of clusters;
although the first round of villi form normally, subsequent villi are
oddly shaped and irregularly spaced (Karlsson et al., 2000).
Bmp ligands and signaling pathway components are expressed in

mesenchymal clusters and must be tightly regulated for proper
patterning to occur (Walton et al., 2016). Genetically deleting the
Bmp receptor Bmpr1a in the mesenchymal cluster cells results in
larger clusters and wider villi (Walton et al., 2016). In vitro, addition
of exogenous Bmp ligand prevents clusters (and villi) from forming,
while global inhibition of Bmp signaling using the small molecule
inhibitor dorsomorphin changes cluster pattern from discrete spots
to stripes. This patterning change resembles features seen in a self-
organizing Turing field (Walton et al., 2016). Alan Turing first
demonstrated mathematically how interactions of an activator and
inhibitor, both emanating from the same source, can control the
formation of a repeating pattern (Turing, 1952). During cluster
patterning, evidence suggests that Bmp ligands act as the Turing
inhibitor while modifiers of Bmp signaling, such as twisted
gastrulation (Twsg1), may comprise the Turing activator (Walton
et al., 2016). Thus, intestinal mesenchymal cluster patterning can be
added to a growing list of biological systems that behave in accord
with the Turing model, including: patterning of digits (Raspopovic
et al., 2014), chick feather buds (Baker et al., 2009), hair follicles
(Maini et al., 2006; Sick et al., 2006), zebrafish mesodermal
pigment (Eom et al., 2012) and tongue papillae (Zhou et al., 2006).
In summary, murine villus development occurs through rapid

conversion of a thick pseudostratified epithelial tube into a regular
field of patterned villus domes, a process initiated by epithelially
secreted Hh ligands. These paracrine Hh signals cause underlying
mesenchymal cells to aggregate into clusters, which spread in wave-
like fashion down the gut tube, in a self-organizing manner that is
driven by a Bmp-based Turing patterning system. Then, this
established cluster pattern is transferred back to the overlying
epithelial cells via unknown signals that induce cell shape changes
(epithelial cell shortening and widening) leading to villus
emergence. This signaling-based patterning system contrasts
sharply with the mechanically driven process of villus patterning
that characterizes the chick intestine, discussed below.

Villus formation and patterning in the chick
In the chick, tensile forces from the developing visceral muscle
layers progressively deform the epithelium into a regular pattern
of ridges and then zigzags (Fig. 4). At E7-E8, formation of the
inner circular muscle radially confines the rapidly proliferating
epithelium, bending the flat surface into longitudinal ridges
(Coulombre and Coulombre, 1958; Grey, 1972; Shyer et al.,
2013). At E12-E13, the outer longitudinal muscle develops and
begins to exert a longitudinal compressive force, causing epithelial
ridges to fold into zigzags (Coulombre and Coulombre, 1958; Grey,
1972; Shyer et al., 2013). Finally, at E16, a third inner longitudinal
muscle layer forms beneath the epithelium. Coordinating with the
development of this last muscle layer, bulges appear along the
zigzags that develop into definitive villi by E17 (Coulombre and
Coulombre, 1958; Grey, 1972; Shyer et al., 2013). Treatment of the
intestinal tube with inhibitors of smooth muscle differentiation
prevents these progressive epithelial deformations, whereas
confining it in a rigid silk tube in the presence of these inhibitors
rescues proper epithelial folding (Shyer, et al., 2013). Thus, in the
chick, tensile forces from the developing muscles are necessary and
sufficient to deform the epithelium into patterned ridges, zigzags
and finally, villi.

During formation of ridges and zigzags, the epithelium
continuously secretes Hh ligands. Progressive bending of the
epithelial surface creates localized pockets of high Hh that
upregulate expression of genes identified as mesenchymal cluster
markers in the mouse, such as Bmp4 and Pdgfra (Shyer et al., 2015).
Importantly, clusters form only when and where the deformation of
the epithelium is substantial enough to create these Hh maxima.
Indeed, artificial deformation of the epithelium by placing a wire
grid on the open epithelial surface is sufficient to cause precocious
formation of clusters and emergence of villi in the chick (Shyer
et al., 2015).

In summary, the successive maturation of muscle groups in the
chick mechanically deforms the epithelium into zigzags that then
pattern the formation of mesenchymal clusters, driving villus
outgrowth. In sharp contrast, the murine smooth muscle layers do
not develop coordinately with the events of villus formation
(Walton et al., 2016). Furthermore, artificial deformation of the
epithelium with wire grids is not sufficient to pattern villi in
the mouse (Walton et al., 2016). Thus, although Hh signals are
absolutely required for cluster formation in both the mouse and the

E8

E8 E15

E15 E17
E6

E6

A B C D

E17E17

Fig. 4. Villus formation and patterning in the chick.
(A-D) Schematic representations of intestinal cross-
sections (top) and partial longitudinal views (bottom)
illustrate sequential development of patterned epithelial
folds that precede villus patterning. (A) At E6, prior to
visceral muscle development, a loose mesenchyme (pink)
surrounds the epithelium (yellow); the epithelial apical
surface (green) is flat. (B) By E8, the outer circular muscle
forms, confining the proliferative epithelium and leading to
development of longitudinal ridges. (C) Formation of the
outer longitudinal muscle at E15 bends the ridges into
zigzags. (D) Formation of the inner longitudinal muscle is
concomitant with villus emergence. Red arrows indicate the
direction of compression conveyed by the addition of each
muscle layer; black arrows show forces imposed by
previously formed muscles. The progressive muscle-
induced epithelial bending creates localized pockets of
concentrated Hh signals that drives patterned
mesenchymal cluster formation and villus emergence.
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chick, cluster pattern is established by mesenchymal cell signaling
in the mouse and by the field of muscular forces in the chick.
These different patterning mechanisms could potentially reflect

the distinct morphologies of the epithelium prior to villus
emergence in the two species (Box 2). In the mouse, clusters
form beneath a thick pseudostratified epithelium; signals from a
patterned field of clusters are needed to quickly direct epithelial
shape changes to drive villus buckling. In contrast, the chick
epithelium is already thin and columnar even as the first ridges are
forming, a week before villi emerge. This thinner epithelial layer is
flexible enough to allow regular deformation by the developing
muscles to pattern the location of forming clusters.

Additional molecules implicated in villus formation and patterning
Work in mouse models has revealed several mesenchymally
expressed transcription factors that are also required for proper
villus morphogenesis, including Nkx2.3 (Wang et al., 2000), Foxf1,
Foxf2 (Ormestad et al., 2006) and Foxl1 (Kaestner et al., 1997).
Since many Nkx and Fox genes are targets of Hh signaling
(Xu et al., 2006), it is possible that these mesenchymal factors play
key roles in murine villus formation by affecting mesenchymal

cluster formation downstream of the Hh pathway. This might also be
true in the chick, given the clear role for Hh signaling in villus
development in both species.

Epithelially expressed Kruppel-like factor 5 (Klf5) plays a
particularly important role in the transition of a proliferative
pseudostratified epithelium to differentiated columnar cells during
murine villus formation (Bell et al., 2013). In mice lacking Klf5, the
epithelium remains proliferative and villus generation is retarded.
Pathway analysis suggests that Klf5 normally represses epithelial
Foxa1 at the onset of villus formation. Foxa1 is a known repressor of
Elf3 (E74-like factor 3), an ETS-family transcription factor that is
expressed in epithelial cells beginning at E14.5 (Ng et al., 2002;
Tymms et al., 1997). Deletion of Elf3 results in 30% embryonic
lethality by E11.5. In surviving fetuses, epithelial cells lacking Elf3
fail to change shape from pseudostratified to columnar; the few villi
that do form are decreased in number and abnormal in shape (Ng
et al., 2002).

Interestingly, the Klf5-Foxa1-Elf3 axis is independent of
epithelial to mesenchymal signaling through the Hh or Pdgf
pathways, both of which are intact in the absence of Klf5 (Bell et al.,
2013). However, Tgfbr2 is severely decreased in the epithelium of
Elf3 mutants and genetic overexpression of Tgfbr2 in the epithelium
rescues villus formation in the Elf3−/− model (Flentjar et al., 2007).
These findings implicate Tgf-β ligands as potential signals from
mesenchymal clusters that could promote cell shape changes in the
overlying epithelial cells during villus outgrowth in the mouse.

Restriction of the proliferative compartment during villus emergence
in mouse and chick
The process of villus emergence divides the uniformly proliferative
epithelium into non-proliferative and proliferative compartments,
located on the emerging villi and between villi, respectively.
Although this is true in both chick and mouse, the underlying
mechanisms once again may differ. In chick, localized environments
of high Hh signaling created by the zigzags cause upregulation of
Bmp4 expression that suppresses proliferation in the overlying villus
tip epithelium, thereby restricting the proliferative compartment to the
base of the villi (Shyer et al., 2015). In chick intestinal explants,
addition of Bmp4 reduces the epithelial proliferative compartment,
while addition of the Bmp inhibitor Noggin expands it (Shyer et al.,
2015). In contrast, in the mouse, interrupting the reception of Bmp
signals by the epithelium either in vivo or in vitro does not suppress
proliferation of epithelial cells, although fused clusters and larger villi
are observed (Walton et al., 2016). Therefore, Bmp signaling does not
appear to be the signal that suppresses epithelial proliferation during
villus outgrowth in the mouse; different signals, likely emanating
from the mesenchymal clusters, may be responsible for restriction of
this compartment in the murine intestine; the identity of these signals
has yet to be uncovered.

In conclusion, it is fascinating that while common signaling
pathways (Hh, Bmp, Pdgf) generate villi in both mouse and chick,
the mechanisms that determine villus pattern and compartmentalize
the epithelial proliferative compartment differ in the two species.
Tissue mechanics dominate the chick model: smooth muscle-driven
deformation of the epithelium generates the pattern of mucosal folds
that trap localized peaks of epithelially secreted Hh, inducing cluster
gene expression. In this species, conversion of the epithelium from
pseudostratified to columnar precedes mesenchymal cluster
formation. Bmp signals from clusters located at the villus tips
restrict epithelial proliferation to the intervillus regions. A different
mechanism portends in the mouse, where mesenchymal clusters
form early in the process and are patterned by a self-organizing field

Box2.Cell shape in chick andmousepre-villus epithelium

Chick
E8

B B�

A
Mouse
E14.5

A�

In the mouse, the intestinal epithelium is thick and pseudostratified when
the earliest mesenchymal clusters (here stained green with anti-Pdgfra)
begin to form at E14.5 (A,A′). Phalloidin (red), which stains F-actin,
marks the well-formed inner circular muscle that surrounds the
epithelium (at bottom of panel) as well as the epithelial cells, where the
apical surface is actin rich. Within the next few hours, these forming
mesenchymal clusters will signal to overlying epithelial cells, causing
shape changes that convert the rigid pseudostratified epithelium to a
more flexible simple columnar epithelium that can bend as villi emerge. In
contrast, the chick intestinal epithelium is already a thin, simple columnar
epithelium at E8 (ridge stage), even though mesenchymal cluster
formation and villus emergence are still a week away (B,B′). The
subepithelial mesenchymal cells that will later form clusters are marked
in green (anti-Pdgfra), while the inner circular smooth muscle is stained
red (anti-aSMA). The thin epithelial cell shape may facilitate the
progressive and dramatic epithelial bending that is required for cluster
formation and villus emergence by E16.
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that is controlled by Bmp signaling. In this species, clusters act as
signaling hubs to effectively transfer this regular mesenchymal
pattern to the epithelium. Signals from clusters (not Bmp, but
currently unknown in nature) cause overlying epithelial cells to
change shape, becoming columnar, and withdraw from the cell
cycle, thereby restricting the proliferating compartment to the
intervillus regions. Notably, it has been suggested that villi evolved
convergently in the chick and the mouse (Shyer et al., 2015) – a
notion that is consistent with the distinct morphologies (Box 2) and
the very different mechanisms used by these two species to pattern
the villi (Figs 3 and 4).

Formation of the microvillar brush border
The apical surface area of the intestine is further expanded by the
formation of microvilli (Fig. 5), which are convoluted apical
membrane extensions with cores of crosslinked actin bundles.
Microvilli are also found in other polarized epithelia and excellent
reviews on microvillar biology are available (Crawley et al., 2014;
Sauvanet et al., 2015). Here, we focus on the intestinal phenotypes
of relevant mouse models and human conditions in which
microvillus structure is perturbed.
Microvillus formation begins when actin filaments nucleate at

electron-dense plaques in the apical actin terminal web (Crawley
et al., 2014; Sauvanet et al., 2015). The actin-bundling protein villin
is first expressed at E10 and becomes apically concentrated by
E13.5 (Ezzell et al., 1989) where it crosslinks and stabilizes actin
fibers. Mice lacking villin form relatively normal microvilli,
although their actin cores are not tightly bundled (Pinson et al.,
1998). Functionally, the mutant microvilli are also more susceptible
to in vitro calcium-mediated injury (Ferrary et al., 1999).
Another actin crosslinker, fimbrin, increases microvillus stiffness

and order (Crawley et al., 2014; Ezzell et al., 1989). Villin and
fimbrin bind to different domains of F-actin and may work
cooperatively (Hampton et al., 2008; Sauvanet et al., 2015). In the
absence of fimbrin, microvilli are shorter with less well-ordered
cores. However, these mice are still viable and fertile, with no
detectable gross intestinal defects (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009).
Espin, a third actin-binding protein found in microvilli, attaches to

actin monomers. It is recruited after villin and fimbrin (Bartles et al.,
1998; Loomis et al., 2006, 2003). Mice lacking espin have normal
microvillus structure (Zheng et al., 2000). Interestingly, even if villin,
fimbrin and espin are all removed from the intestinal epithelium, only
modest changes in microvillus structure result, similar to those seen
with fimbrin loss alone. Therefore, compensation by other, unknown
molecules is likely (Revenu et al., 2012).

The apical ERM protein ezrin crosslinks actin to the apical
membrane. In Ezr−/− mice, villus architecture is perturbed and
microvilli are shortened, reflecting its important role in their formation
and/or stabilization (Saotome et al., 2004). Ezrin is stabilized in its
active conformation through phosphorylation at threonine 567 and
binding to phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) at the apical
surface (Fehon et al., 2010; Jayasundar et al., 2012). Similarly, Crb3 is
also required for proper elaboration of the brush border, as microvilli
are shortened in Crb3−/− mice, similar to Ezr−/− animals (Whiteman
et al., 2014), although the underlying mechanisms are unclear.

Overall, the intestinal brush border is a particularly robustly
engineered system that ensures the presence of thousands of well-
ordered microvilli on the surface of each cell. How brush border
formation is initiated and how uniformmicrovillar width and length is
established is still a mystery. However, recent work has increased our
understanding of microvillar packing, revealing protocadherin-like
proteins that link the external membrane at the tip of each microvillus
to its neighbors to establish the well-ordered, tightly packed lawn of
structures (reviewed in Crawley et al., 2014). Failure to establish this
tip-targeted complex in patients with Usher Syndrome causes defects
in hearing (affecting stereocilia) as well as perturbed gastrointestinal
function due to brush border dysmorphology (Bitner-Glindzicz et al.,
2000; Hussain et al., 2004). This connection has also beenmodeled in
mice (Crawley et al., 2014). Finally, once formed, the microvillus
domain must be maintained; a job that is accomplished by the apical
recycling system. Mutations in that system can cause microvillus
inclusion disease (MVID) – a condition in which the intestinal brush
border is defective.

Microvillus formation and absorptive disease
The essential function of microvilli in amplifying surface area is
emphasized by the phenotype of patients with MVID, who present
with congenital diarrhea in the first days (early-onset form) tomonths
(late-onset) of life (Ruemmele et al., 2010). The defining histological
features ofMVID are substantial loss of the brush border, presence of
intracellular vacuoles with microvilli (microvillus inclusions) and
subapical secretory granules in enterocytes (Muller et al., 2008;
Ruemmele et al., 2010; Wiegerinck et al., 2014). Prognosis is poor
and treatment is often limited to long-term total parenteral nutrition
(Ruemmele et al., 2010).

The most common genetic cause of MVID is an autosomal
recessive mutation in Myosin Vb (MYO5B), an unconventional
myosin that is essential for organelle transport and apical endosome
recycling (Muller et al., 2008; Ruemmele et al., 2010). Knockdown
of MYO5B in Caco2 cells causes microvillus inclusions and loss of

VillinFimbrin Espin Ezrin

A B C
Fig. 5. Microvilli further increase the
absorptive surface area of the small
intestine. (A) Field of microvilli on the
surface of emerging villi in an E15.5
mouse intestine, as seen by scanning
electron microscopy; scale bar: 2 µm.
(B) Transmission electron microscopy
reveals ordered microvilli with dense
actin cores; scale bar: 500 nm.
(C) Schematic illustration of microvilli
with actin cores that are bundled by
fimbrin, villin and espin, and crosslinked
to the apical membrane (green) by
ezrin.
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microvilli (Ruemmele et al., 2010). Recently, a Myo5b−/− mouse
model was described (Carton-Garcia et al., 2015). These mice die
within 12 h and recapitulate the histological characteristics of
human MVID (Carton-Garcia et al., 2015). Further study of this
system may allow mechanistic insight into early-onset MVID.
Mutations in Syntaxin 3 (STX3) also cause MVID; the phenotype

is indistinguishable from MYO5B-mediated MVID. STX3 is part of
the SNARE machinery for vesicular delivery and its loss is thought
to arrest trafficking of apically destined vesicles. An Stx3 null mouse
model has not been developed, but expression of truncated STX3 in
Caco2 cells results in mispolarization and formation of microvillus
inclusions via a dominant-negative mechanism (Wiegerinck et al.,
2014).
Two other mouse models exhibit phenotypes similar to MVID,

but do not correspond with identified human mutations. First,
germline loss of Rab8, which is involved in recycling apical
endosomes, causes extreme diarrhea and progressive wasting from
birth. Cytoplasmic apical protein accumulation and microvillus
inclusions are present (Sato et al., 2007). Further mechanistic work
will be required to clarify the connection between Rab8, Myo5b and
Stx3 in the context of microvillus formation. Second, mice
conditionally lacking Cdc42, a small Rho GTPase (generated
using the Villin-Cre driver to remove Cdc42 in late gestation), fail to
gain weight and die at 2-7 weeks of age (Melendez et al., 2013;
Sakamori et al., 2012). As in human MVID, microvillus inclusions
form, enterocytes are incorrectly polarized and villus architecture is
disrupted (Melendez et al., 2013). Lack of Cdc42 causes incorrect
trafficking of Rab8 to the midbody in the stem cells, resulting in a
failure of cytokinesis and likely inducing apoptosis as well as
epithelial dysmorphogenesis. The molecular connection between
loss ofCdc42 expression, MVID and the other observed phenotypes
in differentiated cells needs to be further examined.

Conclusions and future considerations
While our understanding of intestinal morphogenesis is
improving, there are still significant gaps in our knowledge and
a need for more detailed understanding of the mechanisms
underlying the generation of intestinal surface area. Since surface
expansion occurs progressively, defects that occur early affect the
entire template for surface growth and therefore have a devastating
impact on intestinal function. This highlights a need to better
understand how mutations in genes such as Clmp and Flna can
compromise intestinal elongation and to flesh out the pathways
upon which these factors impinge. Indeed, the kinetics of tissue
expansion and clonal growth in the early epithelium have yet to be
carefully investigated.
Both tissue elongation and villus morphogenesis rely on

epithelial-mesenchymal crosstalk and the manner in which each
layer contributes to the complex signaling events is still unclear. The
mesenchymal cluster that drives villus emergence in both mouse
and chick is a fascinating signaling hub that plays multiple roles,
establishing pattern in the mesenchyme (at least in the mouse) and
transferring that pattern to the epithelium (in mouse and chick).
More work is needed to understand what glues the cluster cells
together, how it becomes so tightly adhered to the basement
membrane, and which signals it uses to control overlying epithelial
cell shape and proliferation.
Interestingly, there is more than one way to make a villus. In

chick, tissue forces play a key patterning role, compared with the
mouse model, where signaling is paramount. Of course, both
signaling and mechanical forces certainly play into each model.
Villus morphogenesis occurs in a confined space and tissue forces

must clearly shape the process – even in the mouse, where it does
not appear to be the primary driving force as in chick. The power of
mechanical models to clarify the effects of these forces has been
demonstrated and these models have led to novel insights regarding
the signal concentrating effects of mechanically bending an
epithelium (Shyer et al., 2015, 2013).

Finally, once mature apical structures are built, there is a need for
continuous homeostatic mechanisms to maintain them. This aspect
is driven home by the severe phenotypes of patients with MVID in
which apical recycling is defective. While we have highlighted the
important role of the brush border in the amplification of intestinal
surface area, this structure also functions as a barrier to prevent
pathogenic bacteria from attaching to the epithelial cells (Crawley
et al., 2014). Thus, more research into the dynamic aspects of
microvillus turnover and the linkages between the apical recycling
machinery, the actin-bundling proteins and the microvillar tip
complexes is clearly warranted.

From a translational perspective, an important future goal is to
develop strategies for the generation of functional tissue to replace
diseased or missing intestines. One promising avenue is the
development of ‘organoid’ or ‘tissue-derived epithelial organoid’
(previously called enteroid) systems to grow intestinal tissue in vitro
(Box 3). While progress is being made, it is not yet clear whether
these systems will indeed be useful for the large-scale replacement
of absorptive surface, since they typically grow as spheres with
restricted internal apical surfaces. Additionally, many such in vitro
systems lack other features that may be important to villus
morphogenesis, including smooth muscle and a vascular and
nerve supply. Improving these systems, to make clinically viable
tools for intestinal surface area replacement will require a more
detailed knowledge of the fundamental processes directing
intestinal tube generation and elongation, villus formation and
microvillus elaboration.
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Box 3. Engineering intestines
Advances in bioengineered human intestinal tissues provide new
possibilities for prospective treatment of short gut syndrome and
intestinal disease and offer valuable in vitro models for the study of
basic intestinal cell biology (Sinagoga and Wells, 2015; Wells and
Spence, 2014). Three main formats predominate. Tissue engineered
small intestines (TESIs) are generated from a slurry of adult whole
intestine and include all cell types (Spurrier and Grikscheit, 2013).
Tissue-derived epithelial organoids (also called enteroids) are derived
from isolated adult intestinal stem cells already committed to an
endodermal fate and are grown without mesenchyme in medium
supplemented to favor undifferentiated intestinal stem cells (Ootani
et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009). Organoids are derived from pluripotent
cells (e.g. human embryonic or induced pluripotent stem cells), driven
towards mesendodermal fates by treatment with cytokines and cell
signaling inhibitors, generating both endoderm and mesoderm (Sato
et al., 2009; Spence et al., 2011b). Epithelial organoids tend to form
simple proliferative cysts, while organoids and TESIs often exhibit crypt-
like structures. Although none of these engineered intestinal constructs
generate villi in vitro, transplantation into a vascular-rich host leads to
villus development; villus core components from the host provide
necessary structures and/or signals to drive villus morphogenesis
(Finkbeiner et al., 2015, 2012; Watson et al., 2014). Future work will be
needed to determine the identity and source of these cues.
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